Background: It is uncertain whether the range and frequency of Diagnostic Thinking Processes (DTP) and pieces of information (concepts) involved in dental restorative treatment planning are different between students and expert clinicians.
Background
Since seminal work was carried out decades ago in Medicine [1] [2] [3] , few investigations have addressed dental clinical decision-making [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] from the perspective of how the individual clinician uses diagnostic thinking, and incorporates concepts and strategies in his/her clinical decisions. This state of affairs is unfortunate, as decisions in dental practice could be rendered more stable and reproducible [12] [13] [14] . Many statements on how to attain a superior level of performance seem to be limited to general recommendations [15] [16] [17] . Researchers and various people involved in dental academia have looked at the challenges from perspectives rooted in paradigms championing clinical performance and pedagogical excellence. Because some of these descriptions have stressed what clinicians should be doing to achieve a desirable quality of performance [18] , or attempted to examine and/or replicate the management of clinical information using algorithms [19, 20] , or tried to interpret the actions of clinicians when involved in diagnostic/management tasks [21] , we must conclude that multiple levels of interpretation of clinical decision-making are feasible. The challenge for dental education is to understand how clinical decision-making can be characterized and purposefully improved while clearly laying out the assumptions within an interpretation framework.
Clinical decision-making is a complex phenomenon which presents the task of solving an "unknown problem" [22] , a problem "ill-defined" [23] . Models have been created to facilitate the study of its complexities. Models can be paramorphic (symbolic representations of the process) or isomorphic (accurate descriptions of the process) [24] . Most models reported under the heading of 'decisionmaking' are paramorphic. They are analogues of the components and sequence of thoughts that make up the process. Conversely, isomorphic models are concerned with describing the actual components and their interactions. Paramorphic models of decision-making have often been used by designing statistical models [25] [26] [27] ; decision analysis, decision theory and decision-tree models [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] , or set theory models [27, 35] . These models, however, are idealized diagrammatic representations of human strategies, which makes them somewhat detached from actual cognitive handling of decision-making information.
Isomorphic models have gained acceptance over time. Early work by Elstein et al. [3] hinged upon observations of clinicians at work, and led to proposing a model of medical enquiry divided into cue acquisition, hypothesis generation, cue interpretation, and hypothesis evaluation. Similar approaches continued this line of enquiry, combining observations by psychologists with the clinician's own statements after the clinical encounter [1, 2] . The question of 'how' clinicians make sense of chunks of diagnostic information or how these diagnostically meaningful pieces of information are acquired, has been open to differing interpretations for some time [11, 36, 37] . The debate has often centered on how readily the clinician can assemble pieces of information into a clinical picture: that cognitive pathways cross-reference clinical features against pieces of information stored in memory, or that clinically meaningful 'pictures' are instantly recognized [37] .
Our own past research has attempted to characterize diagnostic thinking in restorative dentistry [9, 10] . We purported to study the strategies and the pieces of information that prompt utilization of specific memory structures leading to clinical interpretation, following the Gale and Marsden model [38] . The effort was grounded on a cognitive psychology approach whereby clinicians examined introspectively their clinical performance during a simulated clinical visit.
In the present manuscript, we build on our prior research and expand the sophistication of our interpretation of the clinical decision-making processes in restorative dentistry (adopting an isomorphic developmental perspective) by observing both expert clinicians and competent senior dental students. Although Crespo et al. [11] found distinctions between beginning, competent, and expert clinicians, their findings are limited because the method used involved a hypothetical paper case and not a "live" simulation. Its focus was more on the medical complexities posed by a poorly-controlled diabetic patient scenario than the appraisal of restorative needs. We have developed a standardized patient model to enhance the fidelity and realism of the clinical environment instead of using a 'paper' patient appraised under simulated clinical conditions [9, 11] . The qualitative research questions of the present study are: Does the range and frequency of cognitive processes involved in diagnosis and treatment planning differ between senior student and expert clinicians? And, what are the different pieces of cognitive information used by senior student and expert clinicians while making restorative decisions?
Methods
The study design followed ethical guidelines at Indiana University (IRB 0606-57) to protect all participants' individual rights (standardized patient and clinicians).
Gale and Marsden (GM) model: A cognitive psychology theoretical framework
Gale and Marsden [38] described clinical decision-making by identifying cognitive processes that occurred as the clinician moves through the resolution of a clinical problem. These are called Diagnostic Thinking Processes (DTP). Figure 1 defines the DTPs, as later used in this study. Gale and Marsden [38] described their model as a perception of a diagnostic challenge, which is dependent upon the way knowledge is structured in memory. Both knowledge and its structure vary between persons. The link between knowledge structure and a clinical situation is formed by significant features within pieces of information, called 'forceful features' [39] . They are not a property of information but are derived by the clinician from experience and are part of the memory structure. Others have described pathways that are functionally similar [40] . While clinicians interpreted initial pieces of information based on how well defined a problem was before another DTP could be applied [41] , there were no significant differences in the range of DTP available to experienced or student clinicians [42] . Gale and Marsden interpreted this finding as differences in expertise being mainly differences in the content and structure of memory, but not of the thought processes.
Standardizing the patient case Developing a Standardized Patient Case Scenario
The goal was to find an "everyday" type of dental patient, who could be of either sex ranging in age from 25 to 60 years old and:
• who had at least 20 teeth, with some carious lesions but no major prosthetic or endodontic needs, • with existing restorative needs limited to class I, II, or III amalgam and composite fillings, • with no more than 3-6 units of crown and bridge work,
• with a minor periodontal pocket profile in the 2-4 mm range and with gingival recession generally not exceeding 2 mm, • with no urgent dental treatment needs, • not medically compromised or treated for head or neck cancer, • not wearing or needing removable prostheses, or having more than one dental implant, Any term which indicates that the clinician has made some interpretation of the information available where the result of this activity is not sufficiently specific to constitute a diagnosis. DTP 2: Diagnostic interpretation of clinical information.
Same as DTP 1 but with a greater degree of specificity which is sufficient for a diagnosis. DTP 3: Judgment of the need for further general or clarifying enquiry, not stemming from either prediagnostic or diagnostic interpretations.
Where the clinician enquiries further about the patient's symptoms, signs, etc. for clarification. DTP 4: Expecting, searching for, or planning to search for specific features of disease or treatment of disease.
Where the clinician shows expectation of information or considers likely certain features of disease, given the information already obtained. Where the course of the visit as directed by the clinician is determined by, or follows from, the flow of information as presented by the patient. DTP 8: Enquiry determined by the clinician's interpretation. Where the course of the visit is determined by the clinician's requirement to test his/her actively interpretation of the clinical information. DTP 9: Routine enquiry.
Where the clinician conducts the visit according to a routine format as defined by the standard clinical history or any of its components. DTP 10: Failure to make specific enquiry.
Where the clinician identifies, in retrospect, his/her own failure to make a specific enquiry concerning the patient's problem, symptoms, signs, etc. DTP 11: Failure to make general enquiry.
Where the clinician identifies, in retrospect, his/her own failure to make sufficient routine, general or screening enquiry. DTP 12: Active confirmation of an interpretation.
Where the clinician feels that the selected interpretation is confirmed as an actual diagnosis. DTP 13: Active elimination of an interpretation.
Where the clinician eliminates an identified interpretation because of contrary evidence or lack of necessary evidence. DTP 14: Postponement of either confirmation or elimination of an interpretation with or without stated differential likelihoods.
Where an interpretation is neither confirmed nor eliminated but is left under postponed judgment.
• not having diagnosable TMD problems, exhibiting significant dental phobias, or needing pre-medication before dental appointments, and • who did not have severe fluorosis/erosion/wear; severe malocclusion, cervical abrasions, soft tissue disorders, or obvious signs of dental/craniofacial trauma.
Recruiting a Standardized Patient
Initial screening involved subjects invited from a pool of simulated patients. An oral soft tissue examination was conducted. Their teeth were thoroughly examined using the International Caries Detection & Assessment System (ICDAS) criteria [43] . (ICDAS scores tooth status for presence of active caries as well as lesion severity.) One subject was selected and a panoramic film x-ray taken, supplemented by a radiographic series. Full periodontal charting was conducted, and study models were fabricated. All information was entered in AxiUm (Exan Enterprise, Las Vegas, NV), an electronic dental record system. Additionally, a dental, medical, and psychosocial history was assembled. The standardized patient was a white female who had not seen a dentist in 2-3 years during college. She had started a new job with dental insurance benefits. She had restorations with marginal discrepancies, and there was a missing cast restoration in a lower second molar that had become loose three months prior to recruitment; the patient had an (asymptomatic) fractured lingual cusp on that tooth, dressed with an over-the-counter temporary filling. Third molars had occlusal, radiographically detectable asymptomatic carious lesions.
Intra-oral images were collected of each tooth using a Suni USB digital intraoral wand type video camera (SUNI Medical Imaging, San Jose, CA): 1280 × 960 pixel pictures in TIFF format. Teeth were dried prior to imaging. After being captured, each picture was reviewed on computer monitor, and once it was deemed to be of an appropriate quality and resolution, it was saved to a data file and subsequently serialized in a MS Office PowerPoint ® presentation.
Dental visit procedures and research interview
Competent fourth year dental students and dentists were compensated $100 U.S. and 3 hours continuing education credits for participating in this study, respectively. Using the standardized patient in a regular dental setting, each clinician was supplied with a description of how the patient contact would unfold, the components available in the dental visit, and the sequence of the (i) dental visit and (ii) interview exercises. Conventional video and audio-recording equipment was used to record the dental visit (TAPE 1) until terminated by the clinician. A researcher kept track of the interaction between clinician and patient, noting potential decision-making events.
The clinician and researcher moved to a separate office after the clinician indicated that s/he was satisfied with the information, and a treatment plan was sketched. TAPE 1 of the dental visit was then replayed for the researcher and the clinician. The researcher interviewed the clinician while s/he had available a full series of radiographs, complete medical and dental history, and intraoral images of teeth and mouth. A second video/audio recording was completed (TAPE 2) as the clinician recalled his/her thoughts with the researcher, to gather an account of the strategies pursued and the relevant pieces of information (concepts) used in the dental consultation.
Content-analysis of the dental visit and research interview phases
Content analysis [44, 45] was conducted by a researcher with prior training in qualitative methods and a dental background, using the discourse on TAPES 1 and 2 (visit and interview phases). Content analysis was used to link conversational and nonverbal cues within and between TAPES 1 and 2 for (i) the identification of a DTP, either by recognizing the semantics present or because the DTP's occurrence could be inferred from interview participants actions and interactions [9] . We also developed (ii) categories of concepts relevant to DTP occurrences. Categorization of concepts involved an open-ended constructivist process in which initial categories were revised so as to compare across data and to literature; namely, the categories identified in past research efforts. Then, concepts were reviewed for their repetition or frequency of use, recurrence of the same meaning with different idioms, or forcefulness. Each concept was added to a category already open, or in a new category if the coding process so required.
Statistical Analyses
This is an inherently qualitative study. We followed standard recommendations to systematically quantify findings. The coded DTP and concept data were entered into SPSS ® version 15. Data were analyzed using Student's t test for differences between means, and either χ2 test for associations or Fisher's exact test for percentages. As the research was a non-experimental design, we did not attempt to adjust the α level. Our approach at data analysis was not 'mapping' or time-sequencing of actions or perceived strategies [11] but rather the frequency of use of specified cognitive processes.
Content-analysis reliability was evaluated by establishing the stability (intra-coder variability) of DTP coding [46] in four randomly selected interviews which were then blindly re-coded. The analysis was conducted using a content-analysis coefficient (Scott's π) that corrects expected chance agreement [47] . Stability coefficients for DTP coding ranged from 0.63 to 0.71. This range is con-sidered appropriate since Scott's π is a very conservative assessment.
Results

Dental visit characteristics and basic results
A total of 32 clinicians participated in the dental visit and the research interview phases of the study, with 15 dentists (33% female) and 17 senior dental students (47% female) (p = 0.42). The overall visit intervals lasted a mean of 32.0 minutes (standard deviation 12.9) among experts, and 29.9 (± 7.1) among students (p = 0.57). The length of time between when clinicians first began reviewing patient information and when they requested having the patient brought into the operatory was on average 5.6 minutes (± 4.9) among experts, and 7.6 (± 3.7) among students (p = 0.20). The average face-to-face dental visit time spent with the standardized patient was 26.4 minutes (± 13.9) for experts, and 22.2 (± 7.5) for students (p = 0.25). On average 10.8 minutes (± 6.4) elapsed for experts between the first instance of looking into the mouth of the standardized patient and the last instance; these intervals were not statistically significantly different between experts (10.8 min ± 6.4) and students (13.2 ± 5.1), however, substantial variations in time did exist across all clinicians.
Fifteen dentists evaluated the radiographs before seeing the patient (as did all students). Table 1 presents the frequency of utilization of overall DTP per interviewee, across the two groups of clinicians (experts and students), and by DTP. (See Figure 1 for DTP inventory and Additional file 1 for verbatim quotes of DTP examples.) A total of 627 DTP were used by the 32 clinicians, with an average of 19.7 DTPs used by students and 19.5 by dentists (p = 0.92; overall range; 9-27). All clinicians utilized all types of DTPs except DTP10 and DTP11 ('Failures to make specific or general inquiries'), which were not used by students or dentists. The differences in overall utilization across DTPs were considerable, with DTP3 ('Judgment of the need for further general or clarifying enquiry') being used 227 times versus DTP13 being used only 2 times (' Active elimination of an interpretation') (see Table 2 ).
Use of DTPs and concepts by clinicians
Conversely, differences for each one of the DTPs used by students or by dentists were relatively small. Only two DTPs were found to be statistically differently between dentists and students: DTP2 ('Diagnostic interpretation of clinical information') had a lower mean use of 0.9 instances among students versus 2.1 among dentists (p = 0.0004), and DTP3 ('Judgment of the need for further general or clarifying enquiry') had a higher average of 8.3 instances among students versus 5.7 among dentists (p = 0.0001). Although statistically not significantly different, DTP9 ('Routine enquiry') was found to be evident on average 2.9 times for students versus 3.7 for dentists. Please note that the use of DTPs described above is outlined for the entire length of the dental visit.
We wanted to ascertain the sequencing of DTP and concept uses: we made these distinctions explicit by breaking down the overall visit time for each clinician into four segments of equal length, thereby suggesting a first contact and initial gathering of information in the first 25% of the visit time, and closure and presentation of treatment plan in the last 25% of the visit time. Table 2 presents the use of DTPs in the first, second, third, and final 25% segments of the visit time across students and dentists. The frequency of DTPs increased as the visit developed from the first quarter to the third, and then subsided as the clinician wrapped up the visit in the final quarter. Overall use of DTPs was somewhat similar across students and dentists (335 vs. 292). Statistically significant differences were found among students and dentists for three DTPs: (1) DTP2 in the second quarter (students, 32.9% vs. dentists, 16.7%; p = 0.003); (2) DTP3 in the third quarter (students, 50.0% vs. dentists, 35.6%; p = 0.029) (with DTP2 approaching significance, 7.9% students vs. 14.4% dentists, p = 0.087); and (3) DTP9 in the final quarter (students, 1.2% vs. dentists, 13.5%; p = 0.005). For DTPs 7 ('Enquiry responsive to elicited information') and 12 ('Routine enquiry') students were seemingly (although not statistically significantly) more prone to use these diagnostic strategies later in the visit, compared with dentists.
We have described above the strategies employed by clinicians; we will now describe their use of pieces of information. There were 15 categories of 98 concepts (Table 3) used by clinicians during the dental visits and research interviews (the detailed list of concepts is in Additional file 2). Table 3 also presents the use across time quarters during the visit by student versus expert clinicians. Discrete pieces of information concepts within the 15 categories were used in association with DTPs. For example, "I think there is some incipient decay on this occlusal surface" would be DTP1 used jointly with concept 'undefined lesion (possible presence in situ)'. Note that the latter is different from concepts 'undefined lesion (actual presence in situ)', 'residual lesion (possible presence in situ)', or 'recurrent lesion (possible presence in situ)'. A total of 18 concepts were in the category 112 called "Dental Caries", which constituted one of the arrays of concepts used.
Overall use of concepts across both types of clinicians increased as the visit progressed from the initial quarter to the third (10.7%, 26.8%, and 34.8%, respectively), and then decreased in the final quarter (27.5%). There was a very similar frequency of utilization of concepts dealing with 'Health Status, Overall' when the entire visit was examined (5.82% for dentists and 5.84% for students; see Table 3 ). However, the bulk of the utilization of these concepts by dentists resided in the first quarter (22.4%) of their dental visit as opposed to students (16.5%). Use of these concepts diminished in the second quarter, became more apparent in the third, and disappeared in the fourth. Other concepts suggested differing patterns of use between students and dentists: 'Personal Habits/Features' (different in the second and fourth quarters); ' Attendance To Dental Care' (different across the overall visit and for every quarter); 'Oral Hygiene (Appearance)' (different across the overall visit and for every quarter); 'Oral Status, Overall' (different across the overall visit and for every quarter); 'Radiographic Information' (different in the first quarter); 'Restorative Item Status, Specific' (different across the overall visit and in particular during the first and second quarters); and 'Caries' (different for the first and second quarters).
Discussion
Dentists and students (as groups) took about as long to complete their visits, to be ready to see the patient for the first time in the operatory area, spent about the same time with the patient, and invested similar time evaluating the patient's mouth. Furthermore, both groups of clinicians used about the same number of DTPs, had a similar range of DTPs in conducting their visits, and they each omitted the use of the same two DTPs (DTP10 and DTP11). All in all, experts and students had broad similarities in their diagnostic strategies -a finding that has been previously reported for medical clinicians [42, 48, 49] given clinical case, presumably based on non-analytic reference to past experience. It has been stated, however, that experienced clinicians outperform students because they work from a wider repository of past clinical experiences, with marked differences in the precise structure of thinking processes [42] that are not always directly related to a common core of biomedical knowledge [50] .
Other researchers have characterized this straightforward access to better interpretation as 'encapsulated' knowledge [51, 52] , which does not necessarily rely on basic science propositions [53, 54] but instead draws on identifying clinical significance faster and more accurately.
In the present study we found differences in DTP use between experts and students. We will first discuss what those differences were, and separately contrast their significance against the common perception that experts are better able to discriminate earlier and faster the significance of information [55, 56] .
The differences we found were telling in how the groups approach the processing of information. Dentists identified key pieces of clinical information through their more frequent use of DTP2 ('Diagnostic interpretation of clinical information'). Students, meanwhile, resorted to searching for clarifying pieces of information through DTP3 ('Judgment of the need for further general or clarifying enquiry') more often to make sense of clinical information. By the third quarter, or halfway through the visit, students had continued to judge the need for further general or clarifying enquiry (DTP3) more often than dentists, suggesting that well into the second half of the visit students still had horizons of interpretation that demanded searches for clarifying information about the patient's signs or symptoms.
These open ended efforts must be distinguished from the three DTPs (DTP7, DTP8, and in particular DTP9) that are important to determine the route of the clinical encounter [57] . Even though the overall use of DTP9 ('Routine enquiry') did not reach statistical significance when the four quarters of the visit were jointly examined, dentists were eliciting information on routine information (DTP9) in the final quarter. Students, meanwhile, had the bulk of the clinical history preferentially covered in earlier quarters of the visit (Table 2) . Students were more adept at following a stricter roadmap for the unfolding visit, as also suggested elsewhere [58] . We found that the student's plan seemed to hinge on acquiring information according to a routine enquiry plan in which they first completed the medical and dental history. Seasoned clinicians on the other hand felt at ease to address or re-visit routine enquiries later in the visit. Perhaps this was a strategy to double check information or to gain time to think of the next step in the visit [59] . Do differences in DTP and concept utilization constitute the hallmark of expertise? (We must preface the discussion of this question with a reminder that we are using a clinical case emphasizing restorative needs, with no emergency or complex management issues.) The prevailing interpretation among scholars is that clinicians go about solving diagnostic problems using approaches that are in part mandated by the complexity posed by the case [52, 59] but also seem to modulate strategies depending on the cognitive stage during the pursuit of a solution, and the perceived pay-off of choosing between differing approaches. It was common to find among our participants that provisional interpretations of the case gained credence or were replaced as the dental visit progressed. Many participants, in particular students, considered inherent to decisions in dental practice such revolving cycle of diagnoses and management interactions. In this way not all the information was instantly available but rather assembled in an incremental, sprouting fashion.
Clinical training has traditionally implied that a careful analysis of the relation between signs, symptoms and diagnoses is the hallmark of clinical expertise [60] . But the actual relationships that are established between clinical information and diagnoses with increased clinical experience are difficult to identify. Schmidt and Boshuizen [61, 62] postulated that such relationships represent qualitatively different types of knowledge. These interrelationships are generally more restricted to a basic science focus in junior students; relationships are somewhat enriched with clinical interpretations and clinically relevant knowledge when applied by intermediate clinicians, such as senior students; and they are largely based on multi-linked knowledge that connects clinical interpretations with other domains of expertise when in use by a seasoned clinician. Such perspective has been adopted as an interpretative framework in the dental environment [11] . Similar developmental continua have been demonstrated for cardiology cases across multiple levels of medical expertise [56] . Our findings are generally aligned with such trends. We would urge caution, however, by pointing out that the pedagogical implications of this perspective of clinical decision-making should not be taken as a scenario in which diagnostic thinking always occurs in the same way. There are various reasons for such a caveat. First, Eva [60] divided the interpretations of diagnostic activity as analytic and non-analytic processing of information. In the first one, a careful evaluation of signs and symptoms and the possible associated diagnoses was conducted, and these linkages were explicitly scrutinized (e.g., 'Does that fractured back tooth hurt?') or a sign elicited (e.g., vertical percussion of the fractured tooth). According to the second interpretation (non-analytic processing), clinicians may identify salient aspects of the signs and symptoms posed by a clinically meaningful amount of information. For example, in this study clinicians had to decide to restore or extract third molars: they looked decayed, were difficult to keep free of plaque, and while in reasonable occlusion positions, their value as teeth were lower than other teeth. If the path to attain a sufficient degree of certainty about the diagnosis is short and direct, a pattern is recognized and we can label it as 'non-analytical.' It is to be expected that the two approaches coexist in differing degrees and at diverse stages of the restorative dentistry decision-making effort [60] or they share some common characteristics [9] rather than constituting entirely dissimilar processing heuristics.
Secondly, an important question is how the pattern is acquired in a non-analytical approach. Regardless of whether such recognition occurs instantly or progressively, a decision leading to clinical action is made. A decision to intervene seemingly depends on one clinical decision-making feature being significant enough to justify the restoration on its own (e.g., evident signs of an advanced, active carious lesion), or an accumulation of features giving rise to the same effect. It has been established that a series of negative factors influences a clinician's decision making process such as when seeing a tooth with an old and 'ugly' filling, or when it presents marginal defects. These negative patient attributes can exert a cumulative influence on teeth being assigned for restoration more often than teeth with fewer negative factors [63, 64] .
Finally, case complexity also likely plays a role for different levels of clinician expertise in defining a case as either routine or emergency, or simple or difficult [9, 37, 38] . We strived to create a patient profile that primarily posed restorative challenges, as this was the objective of our research.
The absence of DTP10 and DTP11 was not unexpected, as we had reported the same feature in an unrelated group of dental students [9] . Although our standardized case may have had insidious shortcomings that stopped clinicians from identifying their own failure to make general or specific enquiries when reviewing the visit, it is possible this variation stemmed from differing complexities of the cases in our research and in the original model proposed by Gale and Marsden [38] . Regardless of how often these thoughts (DTP10 and DTP11) may come to clinicians in real life when the visit has ended (e.g., "I forgot to ask about Z symptom..."), we assume that any clinician who suddenly realizes he/she has forgotten to follow a line of enquiry would correct this immediately by asking about the matter. Such amendment(s) could not be categorized as DTP10 nor DTP11. Participants in the Gale and Marsden's study considered that cases were of similar complexity and typical of their usual performance [38] : a situation that resembled our own findings (data not reported). Absence of these DTPs may suggest greater difficulty in attaining a diagnosis, and thus give rise to retrospective self-assessments of performance. This explanation may also account for Gale and Marsden's [38] dismissal of 'non-analytical'pattern-recognition since their research involved highly-complex endocrinology and neurology tasks.
The use of concepts throughout the visit followed to a large extent the trends identified within the DTPs. An examination of Table 3 suggests there were differences between experts and students. Experts were more likely to ask early in the visit about general health status, and throughout most of the visit seemed to use more concepts related to dental visit patterns, oral hygiene, and overall dental status, than students. Conversely, students resorted more frequently to the use of radiographic, restorative, and dental caries concepts earlier on in the visit than dentists. It would not be unreasonable to suggest that students set out early on to identify clinical or radiographic signs of disease, whereas seasoned clinicians seemed to be more interested in investing their effort in establishing a clinical picture coupled to the patient's medical and dental history. While the latter, more relaxed approach may be characteristic of the initial appointment with a patient being seen for the first time, the contrast between the information content speaks to the differing priorities driving the strategies of the two groups of clinicians: Reyna et al. [55, 56, 65] pointed out that higher expertise is associated with relying on fewer dimensions of information before feeling comfortable at making clinical decisions, thus becoming more effective and parsimonious in such tasks.
The present body of information is derived from a fairly typical number of participants in qualitative research. The attention to detail to dissect the recorded visit and interview materials afforded a mosaic of cognitive strategies during the evaluation of clinical needs. We adhered to the theoretical approach used in Gale and Marsden's model by contrasting levels of expertise: seasoned dentists involved in private dental practice, compared with senior dental students in the last seven months of their clinical training. Students were able to provide comprehensive care and engage in relevant clinical decisionmaking efforts. A separate methodological consideration pertains to the fidelity enhancement of a real-life situation by using a 'live' clinical encounter: by removing the nuances that a live patient scenario can introduce into standardized observations we aimed to characterize human thinking. Because we used a secluded environment with a single patient who was trained to provide identical answers to similar questions, and to interact in a homogeneous way with every clinician, we feel that we procured as uninfluenced a setting as possible. However, a realistic interpretation of what the research setup offered was not an entirely unobtrusive clinical encounter. The remote possibility that interviewees are affected by their 'observed' status is acknowledged; our findings may be tainted by clinicians trying to 'excel' under test conditions, or trying to provide the information that the interviewer wants to hear. The only complete assurance against such potential biases is to undertake recordings of clinical encounters without informed consent -clearly an unethical design. Finally, the statistical analysis must be taken with reservations as qualitative research does not aim to render representative results. Therefore, the unadjusted alpha level may be a limitation of the study. This is always the case with non-experimental designs, and the lack of comparable studies made it unrealistic to undertake detailed power calculations.
In the present manuscript we have made no attempt to ascertain whether individual clinicians or groups of clinicians reached more appropriate diagnoses or treatment plans. Instead we subjectively ascertained that the management measures proposed fell within the limits of what was customary and reasonable for a clinical case. Interestingly, the considerable variation across individual clinicians in terms of how much time they took to evaluate the clinical case, did not have an influence on the time differences between the groups of students and experts. In terms of DTPs and concepts, differences did exist between students and dentists. Differences were not major, probably because we were very specifically focused on restorative treatment needs: associated decisions may resort more (or more frequently) to contrasts between idealized images of what appropriate restorations should look like [9] [10] [11] instead of a more analytic processing of information. The latter could be called upon if a more complex decision-making path demanded a wider/larger array of DTP or concepts in response to an unusual challenge (e.g., differential diagnosis of a case compatible with trismus, trigeminal neuralgia, and/or gross caries in a lower third molar), or a more complex challenge (e.g., differential diagnosis of mucosal changes vaguely suggestive of squamous cell carcinoma).
Conclusions
To our knowledge, this is one of the few reports that examine in detail the developmental cognitive processes involved in dental decision-making using a 'real' live standardized patient. We recognized similarities and differences directly ascribable to two levels of decision-making experience/expertise by using a cognitive psychology model. We then identified concepts clinically relevant to restorative dentistry. The underlying benefit derived from using a single patient case is that stability and fidelity were enhanced as much as possible. Differences across the two groups were thus more likely to be developmental, which connote expert versus student heuristics, rather than case-specific differences derived from multiple clinical cases. Future work should address the strategies and concepts used to diagnose and ascertain treatment needs for presenting complaints, as opposed to 'routine' evaluation of restorative needs, as a likely example of how we may further tease out the use of analytic (deductive reasoning) and non-analytic (pattern recognition) approaches in dental clinical decision-making. By creating more clinical scenarios and testing them as cases to be solved by student and expert clinicians (and/or various levels of expertise represented by general practitioners and specialists) we should be able to expand the knowledge base in this area. Specifically, to ascertain the tolerance to risk and the perception of risk; the minimim sufficient profile of information that allows a clinical decision to be made; and the qualitative and quantitative differences in information processing that are specific to acute clinical care (e.g., acute odontalgia in a seemingly intact tooth) or to diagnostically complex scenarios (e.g., recurrent periodontal abscess in a poorly controlled diabetic patient), in contrast to the more 'routine' restorative care for patients of record. At a more general level, appraising the costs ascribable to various decision outcomes will help defend improved pedagogical and clinical guidelines.
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